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The design aims to build on the historic use of the site as a starting point which anchors and grounds the design. 
Moving from the past, visions and ideas of the future can be imagined which better serve the community and 
the environment. This chaotic turning point in time, the present, is where we are now. 
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Building a vision of the future from the foundations of the past
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HISTORIC NARRATIVE

Ipswich was founded and developed around the river. Rapid 
urbanisation and development meant infrastructure was built 
against the river confining its natural cycles and processes. 
However, because of this growth the site is well connected 
to several significant landmarks and amenities around the 
towns center, making it an ideal site for a community park 
which could potentially connect these large town districts.  

The spaces which make up the railway walk are based 
on the various types of railyards which process stock 
and store train engines. The programme is split across 
three distinct spaces which explore the changing 
relationship the town has had with its waterfront industry. 

The park explores the potential post-industrial sites can 
have for improving access and ecological value to dense 
urban areas. This is demonstrated in the contrasting edge 
treatment seen in the urban plaza and saltmarsh area. This 
shift is symbolic of moving from the industrial past to a wildlife 
friendly space shared between the river and the community.

Flooding 
The site is vulnerable to flooding, 
piled steel flood walls and brick lined 
banks currently mitigate against flood 
events. These measures create a harsh 
barrier which further compounds the 
other issues associated with the site.

Negative public perceptions
The seclusion of the site makes it an ideal 
spot for anti-social behavior. This is evident 
from the amount of graffiti and vandalism 
which characterizes the area.

The site used to be part of 
the towns waterfront and 
rail network. Trains carrying 
cargo would pass through 
a chain of goods stations 
and train yards before being 
loaded onto smaller freight 
trams travelling along the 
waterfront. Finally, stock 
was loaded onto ships for 
export. The general public 
has forgotten the sites 
connection to the town’s 
long maritime heritage, 
resulting in the overarching 
lack of perceived value 
associated with the area.
  

The conceptual narrative is based on this idea of journey and reflection. The design aims to raise awareness 
of the towns industrial past and bring to light to this forgotten aspect of the waterfront. There by establishing 
meaning and perspective which would build a vision for the future.

A riverside park which will address the social and ecological degradation of the now abandoned 
brownfield site. the design aims to change current perceptions associated with the area 
and to demonstrate the potential post-industrial sites can for facilitating urban regeneration. 

Expanding on the pedestrian 
and cycling routes which links 
fragmented districts through 
Ipswich town and promotes 
sustainable travel.

Building on the established 
habitats on site and 
enhancing the ecological 
function of the site.

Site contamination 
Litter and fly tipped rubbish cover the site 
and often end up in the river. The river is 
also affected by runoff from adjacent roads 
and farmland. This together greatly impacts 
the mudflats downstream which are an 
important habitat for wading sea birds.

Access
A large portion of the area is a designated 
brownfield site with most of the boundary 
being boarded up which restricts access 
to the river. The remainder of the area 
is dominated by vehicular use and car 
parking.
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Walkability

Heritage

Ecological

Revealing the sites hidden 
industrial past through subtle 
references embodied in the 
built and soft landscape 
elements.  

Providing ecosystem services
- Salt marsh plants filter the water improving water quality.
- Mitigating against flooding and bank erosion. 
- Sequestering carbon from the atmosphere.
- Creating feeding grounds for wading sea birds.

Recreation and amenity 
The bank of deciduous trees creates a series of sheltered glades 
and seating areas which along with the understory plants and 
bulbs  provide seasonal interest throughout the year. 
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Increasing local biodiversity
The meadows provide a meandering corridor with several key 
native species which support a diverse range of local animal and 
insect species.

Creating a range of spaces and 
experiences which encourage 
social interaction and community 
engagement. 
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